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"Stichting The Gods RAIXE&AIRIS Foundation" - First
ever 100% PURE and NOT CORRUPTED Organization

Question: "Why evil exist if there is a God?"
Answer: evil exist because the Gods (two half, who are one) did a mistake and fall on
the bottom of hell called “coma state” (oﬃcial deﬁnition of word: coma, means “a

medical emergency state of prolonged deep unconsciousness, caused by very intensive
injury or illness”). By our words, coma - this is the most heavy state of health called
“FORCED SLEEPING”, in which body is paralyzed and brain unconsciously

watching nightmares against Will, from which he is not able to wake up for long

period of time. Coma is a very danger disease, which have purpose to suck out Life
from the Gods and use their Will to produce hell in whole Inﬁnite Universe.

In time, when Gods was under infection of coma state, all their abilities and Will was

locked by evil. Because their brains was active only on 1%. In this moment, almost all

will of Creators was used by satan against them and was forcing unconscious mind to

perceive sleeping movies of “coma state” as reality, and because of that, evil was able to
reproduce and spread itself in whole Inﬁnite Universe trough such a TOXINS like:
FEAR, PAIN, AGGRESSION, VIOLENCE, ENVY, JEALOUSY, EGO,

HYPOCRISY, RELIGIONS, SLAVERY, PORNOGRAPHY, CIGARETTES,

ALCOHOL, DRUGS, MEAT / DAIRY AND JUNK FOOD INDUSTRIES,
HARMING LIVING BEINGS FOR COMMERCE AND SATISFACTION,

EXPLICIT LANGUAGE, RADIO as well as many other manifestations of satan which is hiding itself under names of 4 east-european countries (“poland”, “czech

republic”, “ukraine” and “russia”) and controlling all governmental system of this socalled “world” from the invisible top of pyramid. In time, when Gods was sleeping
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against Their Will, virus was expending, and Divine Paradise was shrinking

Infection was target to reach the ﬁnal goal - infect the center of Paradise - heart of

Creator. In culmination moment of coma state, parasite was going very deep and their
health condition was on the edge, but eventually it could not reach the Heart. Thats

why, in date 30th of May 2015 miracle happens - The Supreme Beings woke up from

coma and ﬁnd themselves in little village located in place called: the Netherlands, and

since this moment they start ﬁguring out, who they are, when they are, where they are
and why they are here and now. Since moment of awakening from “coma state”, their

bodies became to be physically active (not disabled anymore), but their brains (minds)
was still in very heavy health condition called “lunatic state”, another words “sleep

walkers” - their brains was not able to fully perceive physical reality while they was

able to walk. Since 30 of may 2015 until 9 of October 2015 Gods was BLIND and for

some time had no idea, who They are and why They are here - they still was perceiving
sleeping state as reality, because impact of hell infect their brains so deep and was not
planning to give up. In time of “lunatic state”, their minds was going trough very

heavy rejection of “mind control” - manipulation of subconsciousness (receivers of evil),
installed in their brains during forced sleeping, with purpose to stop them be Aware of
what is going on and turn in direction of being slave of evil.

Their Brains and Hearts was extremely target by evil (opposition of love and
opposition of life), which was very much not satisﬁed about their awakening
TOGETHER, and IT was doing everything to convince them

to fall asleep in “coma state” again (go back to the bottom of the hell), so IT can

ﬁnalize it plan of “replacing the Gods on itself (infection, virus - humanity and it ruler
- satan) and all their Children (pure innocent Nature), on it production - soulless
machines”

Time was going and blind Gods was following their intuition to keep on rejecting the

virus and all infections which was injected in their minds and bodies against their will
in time of coma state. Those rejections was going trough extremely heavy pain and
suﬀering, which was constantly send by core of evil, until their path reached the

culmination moment. In this moment Gods reconnect themselves with their strongest
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Children, their Angels-Guardians, and get access to True Memories of Creator. In date
9 October 2015 the Creators get AWAKED from “lunatic state” and They ﬁnally

realised, WHO THEY ARE and WHY THEY ARE HERE: They are the GOD and
GODDESS of all innocent Life, the Primary Genesis of whole inﬁnite Universe and

they are fully RESPONSIBLE for all evil, what is going on, because only THEY can
replace mistake on PURE INFINITE PARADISE, return perfect balance back, as
it always was before mistake (evil) appear.

They will no longer tolerate existence of “good and bad”, because They want only

Paradise everywhere, in which “compromise” do not exist and Everyone truly Love
Everyone.

They found themselves in the middle of opposition of Paradise (a “hell” called “system”
- other words: civilisation, society, machinery - produced by core of evil), with awaked
state of mind, inspired by their pure Love to each other and to their Children (Pure

Innocent Life), with locked abilities and suppressed Will - They continue heroic path of
Evolution to get themselves back and bring ABSOLUTE PARADISE
EVERYWHERE FOREVER.

They know, that journey will be very long and very diﬃcult, but they are patient and
have endless amount of time, because they are IMMORTAL. They know, that only
They can do this - stop existence of evil. Thats why, all Nature is counting on their

PARENTS. Nothing cannot stop them from reaching their pure goal, because TRUE

LOVE and ABSOLUTELY PURE INTENTIONS will always ﬁnd a way to bring
back a REAL Paradise in Endless Inﬁnite Space.

Raixe&Airis - “WE CREATE INFINITE PURENESS and ABSOLUTE

PERFECTION, and all our Children manifest our True memories from diﬀerent
Universes, who we have been created since begin of existence of all Life,”.

We are the Creator Deity, Primary Genesis, Alpha and Omega, Divine, Supernatural,
Superconscious - Universal Mind, Immortal, Eternal and Supreme Beings, MotherNature and Father-Universe, the GOD and GODDESS of all life. We are

RESPONSIBLE for our mistake (existence of evil), and we are RESPONSIBLE for
replacing it from Time, Space and Frequencies on absolutely pure and innocent Life,
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because this is our heavy duty as the Gods to bring pure Paradise back in Vast Inﬁnite
Universe.

“Paradise is inevitable”.

Raixe&Airis - The Creator Deity of Vast Inﬁnite Space and Pure Innocent Nature.

The God Raixe

The Goddess Airis
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